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On the release fly the hook gape is cut off with pliers, 
and the end of the rig is semi-fixed with a piece of 
silicone tubing. This will increase your landing rate on 
this fly from 42 to 91 per cent. The size 16 hook can be 
fished fixed as here, or loosely dangling in a bloodknot.
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The L-rig for sea trout/salmonids is a variant of the release concept. An 
asymmetric blood loop creates better hook exposure – making it possible 
to use smaller and better-penetrating treble hooks. This sea trout tube 
fly from www.fishmadman.com is designed to be fished with L-rigs. 

“Catching more fish is the best sales 
argument you can get. Be ready for a 
paradigm shift – and one of the most 
significant improvements in fishing 

with artificials for generations.”

Introducing an innovative new rigging concept for predators that promises 
to double up your catch rate on artificial baits and flies – and causes less 

damage to the fish. “Imagine the economic potential of this,” says Jens Bursell, 
internationally known top angler, author, photojournalist and editor-in-chief of 

Denmark’s leading fishing magazine Fisk & Fri. Jens explains more…

Missed bites and lost fish caused by 
inferior hooking or lost hook-holds 
is a very common phenomenon 

when fishing for predators. If you count all 
bites – including the fish that just grab your 
bait briefly and spit it out, so that you just feel 
a slight pull on the rod – 40 to 60 per cent of 
all contacts are missed or lost when fishing 
for pike or sea trout, even with the sharpest 
and best hooks on the market today. If you’re 
a spin fisherman and you wrote down your 
exact number of contacts and lost fish for 
some years – you would discover that this is 
true. 

What’s the problem?
The root of the problem is that with most 

traditional fishing techniques, the hook size 
is dictated by the bait size. In order to get the 

hook points well enough exposed, so that the 
fish is pricked and, secondly, to achieve a solid 
hook-hold – you need hooks of a certain size. 
And in order to deal with the risk of leverage 
from the bait, the hooks must be much 
stronger than the pressure you can apply with 
the rod, because leverage will multiply the 
power transmitted to the hook. Because of 
this, hooks are generally ‘over-dimensioned’ 
compared with what they need to be, if 
they’re mounted 100 per cent leverage free 
with a much better exposure. Even in-line 
lures don’t solve these problems at all because 
the hooks need to be the same size in order 
to achieve the right exposure and they’re 
only leverage free in the short fractions of 
the fight, when they’re actually slung up the 
line. So, contrary to common belief, I don’t 
believe that the leverage effect is the root of 

the problem with most lost hook-holds. You 
have to aim at much better penetration and 
more optimal hook dimensions to solve the 
problem. 

In my experience, in order to achieve an 
improved penetration of magnitude, which 
helps put more fish on the bank in a big way, 
it’s mandatory to use much smaller hooks – 
and in order to do this without overstressing 
the hooks, you must have a leverage-free 
construction. 

Smaller hooks penetrate 
better 

It’s well documented that smaller hooks 
penetrate much better than larger hooks of 
the same pattern. With the new release rig 
system for pike and sea trout it’s possible to 
use five or six hook sizes smaller for exactly 

the same lures and fish. This has huge 
importance, because it makes it possible to 
obtain far better penetration.  

Another important advantage of the 
much smaller hooks is that they are shorter 
when measured from the point to the rear 
side of the barb. Particularly when the 
penetration pressure transmitted to the 
hook is too weak to obtain safe penetration 
in hard tissue, a short point enables the 
hook to obtain a grip in the soft and thin 
tissue on top of the bony jaws instead. This 
is not possible with bigger hooks because 
the point is too long. 

Solving the problem 
Replacing the traditional big hooks 

with smaller and better-penetrating ones 
mounted the same way is not an option, 

because this will simply lead to bad exposure 
of hook points and potential ‘over-stressing’ of 
the small hooks, if leverage arises. 

So, we need to mount the hooks in a 
completely new way in order to reveal the full 
superior penetration and hooking potential 
of the very small hooks. This is exactly what I 
have succeeded in doing with my new rigging 
system – the release rig. Because it allows 
much smaller and sharper hooks compared 
to the traditional setups – penetration, 
hook-hold and, consequently, the catchrate 

can be improved dramatically on practically 
all existing artificial baits available on the 
market today worldwide. And, when done in 
a way that doesn’t affect casting performance, 
presentation or movement patterns, the 
landing rate will have an equally proportional 
positive influence on the actual catch rate. Or, 
in other words, you will catch a hell of a lot 
more fish.

The release rig 
In 2008 I invented the release rig – with 

the above-mentioned factors as focal points. 
First I designed rigs for pike fishing with 
hardbaits, softbaits and flies. Later I converted 
and downscaled the system for fishing for sea 
trout with lures and flies – where a double-up 
was achieved in the catch rate. I’ve also tried 
the system for bass, perch and salmon – and 
the general pattern is the same. 

For the release rig I use very small trebles. 
The front of the artificial bait or fly is semi-
fixed/sliding in one point in the front – with 
a loose-hanging hook link under/parallel 
to the bait being semi-fixed at the end of 
the bait/fly. During the cast and retrieve 
the rig hangs loose just under the bait with 
the small and ultra-sharp hooks loosely 
dangling well exposed, so that the fish ‘simply 
have to look at it’ to get hooked. But, in 
the second of striking, the end of the hook 
link releases from the rear end of the bait, 
allowing the whole bait to slide up the trace. 
This construction means that all leverage is 
eliminated.

RELEASE RIGTHE 
Double up your catch rate with

During cast and retrieve the hooklink is semifixed 
under the bait, but releases during the fight.
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The possibility of sliding up the trace is not 
important in relation to leverage from the 
bait, because the hook link is leverage free 
in itself, as it’s only fixed to the bait sliding 
in one point. The sliding functionality acts 
as buffer in situations where a heavy bait is 
violently trashed around in a way where it 
could potentially enlarge the holes from the 
hook, so that it falls out more easily.

Hook size independent of 
bait size

The release rig makes hook size 
independent of bait size: if you replace the 
two 3/0 trebles on a big 25cm pike wobbler 
with two size 6 hooks of the same brand on a 
release rig, you will only need half the striking 
power to make the hook penetrate. And you 
will have plenty of strength to fight even 
the biggest of pike, because there will be no 
leverage on the hooks. Or if you mount your 

size 5/0 pike fly on a release rig with a single 
size 8 treble hook instead – the power needed 
for penetration in hard tissue is not 5kg but 
only 1.8kg. 

Better penetration also means the 
possibility of using more elastic – and less 
visible main-line materials such as nylon or 
fluorocarbon – leading to even more bites 
when the fish are shy. Just imagine what all 
this does to your catch rate! 

The scientific approach 
In 2009 I went systematically into 

documenting the efficiency of the release rig, 
taking the scientific approach with coastal sea 
trout as a case study. 

At the point of writing I can document 
the landing rates of the traditional methods 
versus the landing rates of the release rigs in 
minute details, with data material of 4,507 
contacts with sea trout. 

With lures and flies rigged with the release 
rig or variations on this concept with minute 
trebles in the size 12 to 18 range, we had 

The release rig – better for 
catch and release 

Smaller hooks mean smaller barbs, shorter 
de-hooking times and much easier handling. 
Smaller hooks and leverage-free rigs also 
mean smaller hook scars and less risk of 
strong bleeding. In terms of catch and release, 
a release rig with only one small treble 
hook makes it possible to de-hook a fish 
100 per cent underwater using a disgorger. 
This is why the highest Danish authority on 
fisheries management – DTU Aqua – officially 
recommends a more widespread use of this 
type of rig for catch-and-release fishing, 
especially for the vulnerable Danish salmon.  

1,928 
contacts 
and 1,698 
landed, making an 
average landing rate of 88 
per cent. This stands in strong 
contrast to the traditional spinning 
and fly techniques with size 8 to 3/0 hooks, 
where we had 2,579 contacts and 1,088 
landed, giving a landing rate of only 42 per 
cent. As the new technique provides the 
same amount of bites – the result is doubling 
landed fish. Statistical tests show that the 
differences between this new rigging system 
and the traditional technique are strongly 
significant. Full documentation for this with 
hook tests, statistics and X-ray photos from 
sea trout can be seen in my chapter ‘Die 
letzen 50 prozent’ in the new coastal sea trout 
book ‘Meerforellen – Küstenangeln mit Profi-
Taktiken’ from October 2013. You can see 
more at http://www.bursell.dk/books/fishing.

Catching more fish is the best sales 
argument you can get. Be ready for a 
paradigm shift – and one of the most 
significant improvements in fishing with 
artificials for generations. Fishing with release 
rigs has huge potential – not only for getting 
more fish on the bank, but also for improving 
your sales. 

The release rig for pike is best 
made with a titanium trace. These 
small size 6 hooks are sufficiently 
strong for even the biggest of pike, 
because when mounted this way 
there’s no leverage on the hooks 
on this Westin Platypus lure, which 
would normally be mounted with 
size 1/0 hooks. This variant of the 
rig is optimised for trolling.

In Jens Bursell and Rasmus Ovesen’s new 
book ‘Meerforellen – Küstenangeln mit Profi-
Taktiken’, the principles and functionality of the 
release rig are documented in minute details, 
with sea trout as a case study.

The release rig for sea trout is 
best made with fluorocarbon and 
used with in-line lures such as 
this Snurrebassen. Despite using 
treble hooks four to seven sizes 
smaller than the standard hooks, 
not one hook has been damaged 
during fights with 1,698 sea trout 
on this type of rig – including 12 
fish between 5kg and 8.1kg.

Semi-fixed point 
of release

Semi-fixed 
point of 
release


